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	Body of Abstract:      The current study investigates the relation between two risk factors for disordered eating, perfectionism and self-discrepancy, and how these risk factors relate to later disordered eating in Black and White college women. Women who were very perfectionistic and had large self-discrepancies between who they ideally would like to be or who they felt they ought be were expected to have the highest future levels of dieting and bulimic symptoms.      Self-report questionnaires were given to 97 Black and 179 White college women at two different times, spaced about five months apart. Two different types of perfectionism, maladaptive and adaptive perfectionism, and two different types of self-discrepancies, ideal and ought, were assessed.            We did not find that very perfectionistic women with large self-discrepancies between who they ideally would like to be or who they felt they ought be generally had the highest future levels of dieting and bulimic symptoms. However, important racial differences in the interaction of these risk factors were observed.  In conclusion, wanting to be somehow different and feeling a duty to be somehow different, alone and in combination with perfectionism, were consistently related to subsequent dieting and bulimic symptoms, though not always in the manner that we originally thought. These risk factors, perfectionism and self-discrepancy, seem to function differently for Black women compared to White women. Future research on disordered eating should continue to look at racial differences in risk factors to expand upon our current understanding of the factors that put an individual at risk to develop disordered eating behaviors. 
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